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Bangladesh is a deltaic reverie land derived during the emerge 
of Himalaya mountains formed with alluvial soil as well as the 
world’s longest unbroken sea-beach of Cox’s Bazar and world heri-
tage the largest mangrove forest the Sundarbans, a sea-sided vast 
plain land except the hill tracks of Chittagong and some part of Syl-
het. From time ancient, its inhabitants are nourished and reared 
up with the blessings of nature through agricultural abundance.

Phenomena of education, medication and rehabilitation are to-
tally abandoned for a disabled person in the agro-based region - “a 
death cordon” throttles on an on.......................

Agriculture, here, the sole profession of the major and almost 
direct and indirect adoption of the whole Population, As it were, 
men and merchandizes here are made of agriculture.

Once upon a time, from time immemorial, men groups or soci-
eties were not connected like now-a-days Where “Survival of fit-
test”- for human existence.

But, at present, here’s a diametrically opposite trend a race 
among the human races for classes and dominance. A matter of 
amusement is that, this implicit illness has become very keen in 
the name of government or non-government services and surveil-
lance.

For an example, I will say just a one of my Papers for this very 
seminar. Though it is severe, it has become a body-endured accus-
tomed matter is that pre-flood water enter in the north-eastern 
areas of Bangladesh.

Surrounded with Haors (wet land’s) and crops loss, specially 
paddy as a whole.

As a result, a well-to-do farmer becomes a pauper, almost a beg-
gar.

Appetite bites - So nothing to hide to survive.

The money monger - Mohajons (Cyclic) Users trick and play 
“hide and seek” conditions of interest are unwritten and orally 
blick “a noose of bruise” like Ham lock of Socrates.

The then time, livelihood meant only the principal food, rice - 
“Vaat” in Bengali word. Can you imagine or depict a picture, plight 
of disabled there? Where mitigation of hunger becomes acuter, so-
cial and family ties become bitter. 

Food is a Physical factor, but “negligence” is a mental fortune, 
explicit and implicit fortune so that a disabled may early expire.

And, it, is, indeed, the real prevailing scenario almost in all the 
agro-based areas of Bangladesh with a fear of “Poverty drawing 
neigh” - parents/guardians or custodians sign - they only try for a 
sound guy who will bring pies and will eat chicken fry - even a little 
fry such way ply.

As if a foregone conclusion.

Reality: In various occasion, the elites of politics and societies fly 
peagon of peach which seems as a poisonous abyss to the persons 
with disabilities.

Now is the era of green economics for humans existence and 
longibility with most modern facilities without disrupting the natu-
ral integrity as a whole in this single globe.

“Let a turtle dove be kept in love”.
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Our’s a tropical country a territory of 1.47570 square km ap-
proximately. Where god has powered and bestowed depicted. Nat-
ural tranquility lies here in plenty. It is depicted in the history that 
almost the whole Bengal was a granary. The total land and home-
stead were blessed with natural prosperity possessing agricultural 
entity and identity another professionals were also farmers in a 
family inherently with the advent of non-agricultural friendly in-
dustries immense race-now we see, climate Change-a death-mate, 
for flora and fauna along with the mankind’s existence.

Not more than 30 years, villagers had frequent facilities for hav-
ing their meal. There were greens and vegetables from there der-
elict surroundings and premises home stead, varieties fishes water 
grounds, poultry and cattle husbandry and frequent seasonal fruits 
from inside or adjacent gardens. More often than not, a fisherman 
or farmer could entertain his family with naturally trapped birds.

According to renowned and Portuguese and Chinese tourists 
Ibne Botuta and Hue Yen Sang addressed this Bengal at present, 
our Bangladesh as “Heaven” where peace, happiness and prosper-
ity were mundane. 

This is to say that attributive statement may be endless. But, at 
present there, in lieu of those golden days what geo-socio and geo-
political impacts prevails and trends ahead.

“Prevention is better than cure” Worlds leaders aren’t unani-
mous in the issue of Climate Change. Our country Bangladesh is in 
the most vulnerable condition next to Maldives. We, the disabled 
section will fall into severe awesome condition. Our plight will be 
jeopardized. 

So, no alternative of being organized worldwide. Not being vic-
tim of aggravated future, we want to be nurtured by agriculture, 
diversified most modern agriculture.

Now-a-days, there are mud less water based phenomena. 
Medication, sanitation and beautification are covered by agricul-
ture, Shrubs and herbs serve much. As the president of NFOWD 
(National Forum of Organization Working with the Disabled). I 
am endeavoring to set up every disabled in any sector like NGOs, 
government, Semi-government, institutions, forums, associations, 
organizations, clubs, foundations where there’s a least touch of ag-
riculture along with other professionals at large.

Bangladesh is no longer in previous situation, It has lifted to 
a developing country from LDC (Least developed Country). Avail-
ability of electricity is a reality now. So almost all the rural markets 
have become electrified and mobile phone network coverage also. 
Disabled persons can easily collect daily market’s toll on behalf 
of the management body. Here he/she can ensure other disabled 
persons products sell. In the markets there are rows of sellers 
with their produced products, the sound ones try to a hinder back 
warded quarters in which disabled are ignored much. Due to mo-
bile communication they have a rescue on over the situation.

Very recently, Bangladesh launched a satellite named Ban-
gobandhu-1 of her own. A door of vast prospects is opened. In near 
future, probably with in this very year 2018, the next one, named 
Bangobandhu-2 is expected to be launched in the orbit which will 
expand and strengthen our national telecast system and other 
scientific advancement. To fill up our national goal “Vision-2041” 
of being a developed country by 2041 our country is going to be 
turned into a “Land of Prospects a land of works” south Asian 
Heart of Economics.

The whole country will be a large workshop. “Green Econom-
ics” theory is being introduced to establish green peace on our 
globe. Through a decade our honorable Prime Minister, the eldest 
God-blest fortunated alive daughter of the father of the nation, 
Bangobandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman’s Sheikh Hasina has been 
included amongst the most powerful leaders on the earth. She has 
framed out global peace process through her writings to prevail 
peace and to resist the terrorists with such a message that absence 
of merit and peace produces impaired political pupils. She has 
been awarded the most prestigious prize “Champions of the Earth”.

On Rohingya issue (Ethnic clinging by Myanmar military govt.) 
our prime minister has been give the title the “Mother of Human-
ity”. 

More than 1 million people are sheltered in Cox’s Bazaar. Along 
with others complexity this problem has been damaging our for-
estry and agriculture as usual. We the impaired persons feel the 
victims best, as we possess always the experience of negligence 
even lying on mother’s breast, we are always enmeshed with prob-
lems.
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We, the impaired people, with our own effort to motivate those 
victimized, traumatized ousted, not to cut, but to plant trees, saw 
seeds, cultivate vegetables and greens. 

There are depressions in the deep sea. Cyclone, Tornado, Severe 
storm, heavy downpour devour men, devour oxen, devour den, de-
vour crops more in the areas alongside sea-shore. If the impaired 
have satellite given forecast, they can urge the concerned to take 
cautionary programs man and merchandise, agro-based products 
can be protected from being wept and thrashed. 

So, in Met office, Meteorology Department, we the impaired 
want permanent appointment. Inadequate coverage of messages 
causes tremendous damage in natural misshapes.

And, in Disaster management and Rehabilitation Department 
to assess probable total damage to be properly compensated and 
rehabilitated. As because there are bureaucratic red tapes pinches 
“The wearer best knows where the shoe pinches”.

Our present government with the leadership our prime min-
ister has taken, a century-longed plan named as “Delta plan, Ban-
gladesh-2100” which is the largest and longest plan in the history 
of the country, that will be implemented step by step for a total 
period of hundred years. Naming of anything reflects its origin.

Delta Bangladesh it is the largest such area on the earth. Delta 
always is related to water body. For being a plain riverine country 
with marshes, takes, canals as a whole almost the total area turns 
into a water ground during flood boom. So the plan is formatted on 
its deltaic hydrological form.

Basing on geological structure, first and foremost preference 
has been given on agriculture so that the total development plan 
(Delta) may become ecological.

That is, this century long plan’s key challenge is to maintain 
ecological balance which will derive vast scopes of eco-friendly 
jobs countrywide.

So, our strides aim to exercise our constitutional right.

Eco cover’s the whole agro derives agro-vet agro-tech etc. 
Which lead to eco era. 

For in discriminated rapid scientific appliance, there are some 
lapses creating probable future problems, theory of all “agro” must 
follow the below

• Grow auspicious embroiled 
• Narrow hazardous into zero
• That is with our prime minister eco agro is our view and  

 motto.

As natural calamities are constant parallel companions of any 
kind husbandry in our country. By hook or by crook, we have to 
protect the broth.

By any attempt, we have to pluck our harvest. A visual impaired 
can concentrate, by reciting hymn can control hail storm and save 
crops from being bulldozed to the ground, even river erosion. By 
being soothe sawyer, an impaired person can predict draught and 
floods. 

According to Robert Herrick that prayer brings such things 
which aren’t got by other means.

Gos pel does aware, our first father despite being the first mes-
senger, was a farmer.

John Abraham Linkon was a foresighted of agriculture.

We the human beings are made of two things mud and water. 
Sunlight and air keep us alive and nurture alike agriculture stands 
on mud and water and in the same way sunlight and air are its 
grower. 

Without agriculture mankind lasts no longer. We, the impaired 
are qualified modern farmers, like our forefathers, bequeath agri-
culture through positive scientific methods and structure.
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